Abstract: This paper presents and discusses various metrics proposed for evaluation of polyphonic sound event detection systems used in realistic situations where there are typically multiple sound sources active simultaneously. The system output in this case contains overlapping events, marked as multiple sounds detected as being active at the same time. The polyphonic system output requires a suitable procedure for evaluation against a reference. Metrics from neighboring fields such as speech recognition and speaker diarization can be used, but they need to be partially redefined to deal with the overlapping events. We present a review of the most common metrics in the field and the way they are adapted and interpreted in the polyphonic case. We discuss segment-based and event-based definitions of each metric and explain the consequences of instance-based and class-based averaging using a case study. In parallel, we provide a toolbox containing implementations of presented metrics.
Introduction
Sound event detection is a rapidly developing research field that deals with the complex problem of analyzing and recognizing sounds in general everyday audio environments. It has many applications in surveillance for security, healthcare and wildlife monitoring [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , and audio and video content based indexing and retrieval [8] [9] [10] .
The task of sound event detection involves locating and classifying sounds in audio-estimating onset and offset for distinct sound event instances and providing a textual descriptor for each. In general, sound event detection deals with the problem of detecting multiple sounds in an audio example, in contrast to the typical classification problem that assigns an audio example to one or more classes. Complexity of sound event detection tasks varies, with the simplest one being detection of a sequence of temporally separated sounds [11] [12] [13] [14] . A more complex situation deals with detecting sound events in audio with multiple overlapping sounds, as is usually the case in our everyday environment. In this case, it is possible to perform detection of the most prominent sound event from the number of concurrent sounds at each time [15] , or detection of multiple overlapping sound events [16] [17] [18] . We use the term polyphonic sound event detection for the latter, in contrast to monophonic sound event detection in which the system output is a sequence of non-overlapping sound events.
Quantitative evaluation of the detection accuracy of automatic sound event analysis systems is done by comparing the system output with a reference available for the test data. The reference can be obtained for example by manually annotating audio data [19] or by creating synthetic data and corresponding annotations using isolated sounds [20] . The most common format for the annotations is a list of sound event instances with associated onset and offset. The set of unique event labels form the event classes relevant to the sound event detection task, and evaluation of results takes into account both class name and temporal information. We use the term polyphonic annotation to mark annotations containing sounds that overlap in time.
There is no universally accepted metric for evaluating polyphonic sound event detection performance. For a monophonic annotation and monophonic output of sound event detection system, the system output at a given time is either correct or incorrect if the predicted event class coincides or not with the reference class. In polyphonic sound event detection, the reference at a given time is not a single class, and there can be multiple correctly detected and multiple erroneously detected events at the same time, which must be individually counted. A similar situation is encountered in polyphonic music transcription [21] , where at a given time there can be overlapping notes played by different instruments.
In this paper, we review the use of metrics for measuring performance of polyphonic sound event detection, based on adapting metrics from neighboring fields to cope with presence of multiple classes at the same time. Special sessions at recent conferences and the AASP Challenge on Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events 2013 [20] and 2016 [22] underline the acute need for defining suitable evaluation metrics. We introduce and analyze the most commonly used metrics and discuss the way they are adapted and interpreted in the case of polyphonic sound event detection. We also discuss the different possibilities for calculating each metric, and their advantages and disadvantages.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a background for sound event detection and classification, and the components of a sound event detection system. Section 3 presents definitions of intermediate statistics that are used for computing all metrics, and Section 4 reviews the metrics. Section 5 discusses the choice of metrics when evaluating a sound event detection system and comparing performance of different systems, using a case study example. Finally, Section 6 presents conclusions and future work.
Background

Classification and Detection of Sound Events
Sound event classification in its simplest form requires assigning an event class label to each test audio, as illustrated in Figure 1A . Classification is performed on audio containing isolated sound events [10, 13, 14] or containing a target sound event and additional overlapping sounds [23] . In classification, the system output is a class label, and there is no information provided about the temporal boundaries of the sounds. Audio containing multiple, possibly overlapping sounds can be classified into multiple classes-performing audio tagging, illustrated in Figure 1B . Tagging of audio with sound event labels is used for example for improving the tags of Freesound audio samples [24] , and has been proposed as an approach for audio surveillance of home environments [25] . Single-label classification is equivalent with tagging, when a single tag is assigned per test file. Sound event detection requires detection of onsets and offsets in addition to the assignment of class labels, and it usually involves detection of multiple sound events in a test audio. This results in assigning sound event labels to selected segments of the audio as illustrated in Figure 1C . For overlapping sounds these segments overlap, creating a multi-level segmentation of the audio based on the number and temporal location of recognized events. Sound event detection of the most prominent event at each time provides a monophonic output, which is a simplified representation of the polyphonic output. These cases are presented in Figure 2 , together with the polyphonic annotation of the audio. Polyphonic sound event detection can be seen as a frame by frame multi-class and multi-label classification of the test audio. In this respect, polyphonic sound event detection is similar to polyphonic music transcription, with sound events equivalent to musical notes, and the polyphonic annotation similar to the piano roll representation of music. 
Building a Polyphonic Sound Event Detection System
In a multisource environment such as our everyday acoustic environment, multiple different sound sources can be active at the same time. For such data, the annotation contains overlapping event instances as illustrated in Figure 2 , with each event instance having an associated onset, offset and label. The label is a textual description of the sound, such as "speech", "beep", "music". Sound event detection is treated as a supervised learning problem, with the event classes being defined in advance, and all the sound instances used in training belong to one of these event classes. The aim of sound event detection is to provide a description of the acoustic input that is as close as possible to the reference. In this case, the requirement is for the sound event detection system to output information consisting of detected sound event instances, having an associated onset, offset, and a textual label that belongs to one of the learned event classes.
The stages of a sound event detection system are illustrated in Figure 3 . The training chain involves processing of audio and annotations, and the sound event detection system training. Acoustic features are extracted from audio, and the training stage finds the mapping between acoustic features and sound event activities given by the annotations. The testing chain involves processing of test audio in the same way as for training, the testing of the system, and, if needed, postprocessing of the system output for obtaining a representation similar to the annotations. The audio is processed in short frames of typically 20-200 ms to extract the audio features of choice. Often used in sound event detection are representations of the signal spectrum, such as mel-frequency cepstral coefficients [25, 26] , mel energies [17, 27] , or simply the amplitude or power spectrum [18, 28] . The audio processing chain may include simple preprocessing of audio such as normalization and pre-emphasis before feature extraction, or more complex preprocessing such as sound source separation and acoustic stream selection for reducing the complexity of audio mixtures used in training [16] . The annotations are processed to obtain a representation suitable for the training method. In the illustrated example, the annotations are processed to obtain a binary activity representation that provides the class activity information for each frame in the system training.
Training uses the obtained audio features and the corresponding target output given by the reference for supervised learning. Possible learning approaches for this step include Gaussian mixture models [25] , hidden Markov models [26] , non-negative dictionaries [17] , deep neural networks [18] , etc. For testing, an audio recording goes through the same preprocessing and feature extraction process as applied in the training stage. Afterwards, the trained system is used to map the audio features to event class likelihoods or direct decisions, according to the employed method. A further step for postprocessing the system output may be needed for smoothing the output and obtaining a binary activity representation for the estimated event classes. Smoothing methods used include median filtering [27] , use of a set length decision making window, majority voting, etc., while binarization is usually obtained by using a threshold [17, 27] .
Evaluation
Evaluation is done by comparing the system output with a reference available for the test data. Systems performing sound event classification are usually evaluated in terms of accuracy [2, 4, 5, 11, 13, 14] . Studies involving both monophonic and polyphonic sound event detection report results using a variety of metrics, for example Precision, Recall and F-score [6] or only F-score [7, 26] , recognition rate and false positive rate [3] , or false positive and false negative rates [1] . One of the first evaluation campaigns for sound event detection (CLEAR 2007) used the acoustic event error rate as the evaluation metric, expressed as time percentage [29] . In this case, however, the system output was expected to be monophonic, while the ground truth was polyphonic. Later, acoustic event error rate was redefined for frame-based calculation, and used for example in DCASE 2013 [20] , while a similarly defined error rate was used as a secondary metric in MIREX Multiple Fundamental Frequency Estimation and Tracking task [30] .
These metrics are well established in different research areas, but the temporal overlap in polyphonic sound event detection leads to changes in their calculation or interpretation. Simple metrics that count numbers of correct predictions, used in classification and information retrieval, must be defined to consider multiple classes at the same time. The evaluation of systems from neighboring fields of speech recognition and diarization dynamically align the system output with the ground truth, and evaluate the degree of misalignment between them. Polyphonic annotation and system output cannot be aligned in a unique way, therefore the error rate defined based on this misalignment must be adapted to the situation. In a similar way, evaluation of polyphonic music transcription uses metrics with modified definitions to account for overlapping notes played by different instruments.
Obtaining the reference necessary for training and evaluation of sound event detection systems is not a trivial task. One way to obtain annotated data is to create synthetic mixtures using isolated sound events-possibly allowing control of signal-to-noise ratio and amount of overlapping sounds [31] . This method has the advantage of being efficient and providing a detailed and exact reference, close to a true ground truth. However, synthetic mixtures cannot model the variability encountered in real life, where there is no control over the number and type of sound sources and their degree of overlapping.
Real-life audio data is easy to collect, but very time consuming to annotate. Currently, there are only few, rather small, public datasets consisting of real-world recordings with polyphonic annotations. DARES data [19] is one such example, but ill-suited for sound event detection due to the high amount of classes compared to amount of examples (around 3200 sound event instances belonging to over 700 classes). CLEAR evaluation data [29] is commercially available and contains audio recorded in controlled conditions in a meeting environment. TUT Sound Events [32] has recently been published for DCASE 2016 and contains sound events annotated using freely chosen labels. Nouns were used to characterize each sound source, and verbs to characterize the sound production mechanism, whenever this was possible, while the onset and offset locations were marked to match the perceived temporal location of the sounds. As a consequence, the obtained manual annotations are highly subjective.
For this type of data, no annotator agreement studies are available. One recent study on inter-annotator agreement is presented in [25] , for tagging of audio recorded in a home environment. Their annotation approach associated multiple labels to each 4-s segment from the audio recordings, based on a set of 7 labels associated with sound sources present. With three annotators, they obtained three sets of multi-label annotations per segment. The work does not address subjectivity of temporally delimiting the labeled sounds. The authors observed strong inter-annotator agreement about labels "child speech", "male speech", "female speech" and "video game/TV", but relatively low agreement about "percussive sounds", "broadband noise", "other identifiable sounds" and "silence/background". The results suggest that annotators have difficulty assigning labels to ambiguous sound sources. Considering the more general task of sound event detection with a large number of classes, there is no sufficient data generated by multiple annotators to facilitate inter-annotator agreement assessment. For the purpose of this study, we consider the subjective manual annotation or automatically generated synthetic annotation as correct, and use it as a reference to evaluate the system performance.
Evaluation of the system output can be done at different stages illustrated in the example in Figure 3 . It is possible to compare the event activity matrix obtained after preprocessing the annotation and the system output in the same form. If the system output is further transformed into separate event instances as in the annotations, the comparison can be performed at the level of individual events.
Intermediate Statistics and Averaging Options
The comparison between the system output and reference can be done in fixed length intervals or at event-instance level, as explained in the previous section. This results in two different ways of measuring performance: segment-based metrics and event-based metrics. For each, we need to define what constitutes correct detection and what type of errors the system produces. We refer to these as intermediate statistics that count separately the correct and erroneous outputs of the system, and we define them based on the polyphonic nature of the problem.
Segment-Based Metrics
Segment-based metrics compare system output and reference in short time segments. Active/inactive state for each event class is determined in a fixed length interval that represents a segment. Based on the activity representation, the following intermediate statistics are defined:
• true positive: the reference and system output both indicate an event to be active in that segment; • false positive: the reference indicates an event to be inactive in that segment, but the system output indicates it as active; • false negative: the reference indicates an event to be active in that segment, but the system output indicates it as inactive.
Some metrics also count true negatives: when the reference and system output both indicate an event to be inactive. Total counts of true positives, false positives, false negatives and true negatives are denoted as TP, FP, FN, and TN, respectively.
The size of the time interval can be chosen based on the desired resolution needed for the application. For example, in [31] a segment of 100 ms was proposed, and the metric was referred to as frame-based. In [26] a length of one second was suggested, for calculating the metrics on longer time segments than the typical frame length used in analysis. By using a longer segment for evaluation, the activity indicator covers a longer chunk of audio, allowing a degree of misalignment between the reference and the system output. This alleviates issues related to annotator subjectivity in marking onset and offset of sound events.
Event-Based Metrics
Event-based metrics compare system output and corresponding reference event by event.
The intermediate statistics are defined as follows:
• true positive: an event in the system output that has a temporal position overlapping with the temporal position of an event with the same label in the reference. A collar is usually allowed for the onset and offset, or a tolerance with respect to the reference event duration.
• false positive: an event in the system output that has no correspondence to an event with same label in the reference within the allowed tolerance; • false negative: an event in the reference that has no correspondence to an event with same label in the system output within the allowed tolerance.
Event-based metrics have no meaningful true negatives, except in the case when measuring actual temporal errors in terms of length, in which case the total length of time segments where both system output and reference contain no active events is measured. The tolerance can be chosen depending on the desired resolution. For example in speaker diarization it was estimated that a ±250 ms collar is sufficient to account for inexact labeling of the data. In DCASE 2103 [31] , the collar value was ±100 ms. The tolerance allowed for offset was the same ±100 ms collar or 50% of the reference event duration. The offset condition covers differences between very short and very long sound events, allowing long sound events to be considered correctly detected even if their offset is not within ±100 ms from the corresponding reference event.
Averaging Options in Calculating Metrics
Intermediate statistics can be aggregated in different ways: globally-irrespective of classes, or in two steps: first class-wise, then as an average over the results of the individual classes [33] . Highly unbalanced classes or individual class performance can result in very different overall performance when calculated with the two averaging methods.
Instance-based averaging or micro-averaging gives equal weight to each individual decision. In this case, each sound event instance (in event-based metrics) or active instance per segment (in segment-based metrics) has equal influence on the system performance. The number of true positives (TP), the number of false positives (FP) and the number of false negatives (FN) are aggregated over the entire test data, and the metrics are calculated based on the overall values. This results in performance values that are mostly affected by the performance on the larger classes in the considered problem.
Class-based averaging or macro-averaging gives equal weight to each class. Performance of the system on individual classes has equal influence on the overall system performance-in this case, the intermediate statistics are aggregated separately for each event class over the test data. Aggregated class-wise counts (TP, FP, FN) are used to calculate class-wise metrics. The overall performance is then calculated as the average of class-wise performance. This results in values that emphasize the system behavior on the smaller classes in the considered problem.
Cross-Validation
An important aspect of comparison and reproducibility of results is the experimental and cross-validation setup. Besides the measurement bias under high class imbalance, in multi-class problems it is not always possible to ensure that all classes are represented in every fold [34] . Missing classes will result in division by zero in calculations of some metrics. To avoid such situations, the recommendation is to count the total number of true positives and false positives over the folds, then compute the metrics [35] . This also avoids differences in the overall average values that arise from averaging over different subsets of the tested categories-such as differently splitting the data into train/test folds. In this respect, the cross-validation folds should be treated as a single experiment, with calculation of final metrics only after testing all folds. This ensures that the metrics are consistently calculated over the same data.
Metrics for Polyphonic Evaluation
Precision, Recall and F-Score
Precision (P) and Recall (R) were introduced in [36] for information retrieval purposes, together with the F-score derived as a measure of effectiveness of retrieval. They are defined as:
Precision and Recall are the preferred metrics in information retrieval, but are used also in classification under the names positive prediction value and sensitivity, respectively. Adapting these metrics to polyphonic data is straightforward based on the definitions of the intermediate statistics. F-score is calculated based on P and R:
or, alternatively, based on the intermediate measures:
Segment-based P, R and F are calculated based on the segment-based intermediate statistics, using instance-based averaging or class-based averaging. The calculation is illustrated in Figure 4 , panel A. Event-based P, R and F are calculated the same way from the event-based intermediate statistics. The calculation is illustrated in Figure 5 , panel A. Similarly defined event-based P, R, F are also used for evaluating polyphonic music transcription, with events being the musical notes [21] .
The advantage of using F-score for evaluating sound event detection performance is that it is widely known and easy to understand. Its most important drawback is that the choice of averaging is especially important. Because the magnitude of F-score is mostly determined by the number of true positives, in instance-based averaging large classes dominate small classes. In class-based averaging it is necessary to ensure presence of all classes in the test data, to avoid cases when recall is undefined (when TP + FN = 0). Any dataset of real-world recordings will most likely have unbalanced event classes, so the choice of averaging will be always an important factor. 
Error Rate
Error rate measures the amount of errors in terms of insertions (I), deletions (D) and substitutions (S). To calculate segment-based error rate, errors are counted segment by segment. In a segment k, the number of substitution errors S(k) is the number of reference events for which a correct event was not output, yet something else was. This is obtained by pairing false positives and false negatives, without designating which erroneous event substitutes which. The remaining events are insertions and deletions: D(k)-the number of reference events that were not correctly identified (false negatives after substitutions are accounted for) and I(k)-the number of events in system output that are not correct (false positives after substitutions are accounted for). This leads to the following formula:
Total error rate is calculated by integrating segment-wise counts over the total number of segments K, with N(k) being the number of sound events marked as active in the reference in segment k:
The calculation is illustrated in Figure 4 , panel B. A similar calculation of error rate for polyphonic detection was used in evaluating multi-pitch transcription in MIREX [30] and sound event detection in DCASE 2013 [20] .
The event-based error rate is defined with respect to the sound events, by taking into account temporal position and label of each sound event in system output compared to the ones in the reference. Sound events with correct temporal position but incorrect class label are counted as substitutions, while insertions and deletions are the sound events unaccounted for as correct or substituted in system output or reference, respectively. Overall error rate is calculated according to Equation (5) based on the error counts. This calculation is illustrated in Figure 5 , panel B. Class-wise measures of error rate (segment or event based) aggregate error counts individually for each sound event class, therefore they cannot account for substitutions, but can count only insertions and deletions.
In other specific sound recognition areas, error rate is defined differently to reflect the target of the evaluation. In speech recognition, Word Error Rate is defined with respect to word sequences, defining an insertion as a word present in the output but not in the reference, a deletion as a word present in the reference but not in the output, and a substitution as a word in the reference erroneously recognized (different word in the output). In practice, one substitution represents one insertion and one deletion (one word is missed, another inserted). Because N is the number of words in the reference, the word error rate can be larger than 1.0.
In speaker diarization, the error rate measures the fraction of time that is not attributed correctly to a speaker or to non-speech. Temporal errors are: S-the percentage of scored time that a speaker ID is assigned to the wrong speaker, I-the percentage of scored time that a non-speech segment from the reference is assigned to a hypothesized speaker, and D-the percentage of scored time that a speaker segment from the reference is assigned to non-speech. The total error is measured as the fraction of temporal error with respect to the total time of reference speech. This error rate was used for evaluating sound event detection in [29] , after the multi-label reference was projected to single label for comparison with single label system output. The temporal error was calculated as in speaker diarization, with event classes instead of speaker ID.
The advantage of using total error rate to measure performance in polyphonic sound event detection is the parallel to established metrics in speech recognition and speaker diarization evaluation. Its disadvantage is that, being a score rather than a percentage, it can be over 1 in cases when the system makes more errors than correct predictions. This makes interpretation difficult, considering that it is trivial to obtain an error rate of 1 by outputting no active events.
Other Metrics
Sensitivity and specificity represent the true positive rate and true negative rate, respectively. They are used as a pair, to illustrate the trade-off between the two measured components.
A related measure is given by the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve and Area Under the Curve (AUC). A ROC curve plots true positive rate vs. false positive rate, i.e., sensitivity vs (1-specificity) at various thresholds. AUC allows summarizing the ROC curve into a single number, and is often used for comparing performance of binary classifiers. AUC was used to evaluate sound classification performance in [25] for a multi-label task by using binary classifiers for each class and calculating the average of the class-wise AUC values.
Accuracy measures how often the classifier takes the correct decision, as the ratio between the number of correct system outputs and the total number of outputs.
Accuracy does not characterize well the ability of the system to detect the true positives: when the events' activity is sparse, the count of true negatives will dominate the accuracy value. It is possible to assign weights to TP and TN, obtaining the balanced accuracy:
With equal weights (w = 0.5), the balanced accuracy is the arithmetic mean of sensitivity and specificity. Specificity, accuracy and balanced accuracy are not defined in the event-based calculation, as there is no available count of true negatives.
Another definition for accuracy has been proposed in [37] for music transcription, and can be easily generalized for both segment-based and event-based sound event detection cases. It was defined as:
by discarding TN from Equation (7). A related metric is Mean Overlap Ratio [38] that was used to measure the average temporal overlap between correctly transcribed and reference notes. This is a temporal measure of accuracy as defined by Equation (9), as it measures the amount of overlap time-true positive duration-w.r.t. combined duration of the reference and output event-which for misaligned onsets and offsets consists of false negative, true positive and false positive durations. Mean overlap ratio for missed or inserted events is 0, leading to very low overall average for systems that output many errors, as is the case with polyphonic sound event detection systems at the moment. Another accuracy measure is the Relative Correct Overlap used in chord transcription, measuring the proportion of the system output that matches the reference as relative frame count [39] or in seconds [40] . Because chords are combinations of individual notes, this metric measures frame-based accuracy of certain combinations of classes. In polyphonic sound event detection, this measure would represent the proportion of frames or time when the system detects correctly all events active in the reference. However, combinations of sound events have no specific meaning for the detection task, therefore such a measure is not conceptually meaningful for it.
Accuracy variants defined by Equations (7)- (9) have the advantage of being bounded between 0 and 1, with 1 in the case when the system makes no errors. The expressions in Equations (7) and (8) reach 0 when the system output contains only errors, while Equation (9) is 0 also when the system outputs nothing, as its value is not linked to the true negatives. Accuracy does not provide any information on the trade-off between the error types, which may be considered a disadvantage in certain situations. At the same time, it is capable of counting only insertions and deletions, while in some applications it is preferable to count substitutions.
Toolbox for Sound Event Detection Evaluation
Implementations of the presented metrics and variations for their calculation are provided as an open source software toolbox called sed_eval [41] , implemented in Python. The toolbox aims to provide a transparent and uniform implementation of metrics. The toolbox contains segment-based calculation of precision, recall/sensitivity, F-score, specificity, error rate, accuracy, and balanced accuracy with chosen weight on the true positive rate and true negative rate, with instance-based and class-based averaging. Segment-based metrics can be calculated using the preferred segment length as a parameter. The toolbox also contains event-based calculation of precision, recall, F-score and error rate, with instance-based and class-based averaging. The event-based metrics can be calculated using the preferred collar size as a parameter, and using onset only comparison or onset and offset comparison.
Choosing a Metric
As a general issue of evaluating machine learning algorithms, the measure of performance would reflect the aim related to applicability of the proposed method. It is difficult to choose a measure without knowing the future usage of the system for example in terms of costs of missed events and false alarms, in which case using a single measure may provide an incomplete analysis of the results. One solution is to use a number of different metrics, in order to provide views of the multiple aspects. Often the different measures disagree, since each measure focuses on a different aspect of performance, in which case it may be impossible to draw a clear conclusion [42] .
Measuring Performance of a System
We present an example illustrating how the different metrics and averaging options result in very different values, and discuss the meaning of each. The provided example is the output of the system presented in [28] , using the development set of Office Synthetic task from DCASE 2013 in a leave-one out setup. The available data contains nine files at three different SNRs (−6 dB, 0 dB, 6 dB) and three different event densities (low, medium, high). The system uses coupled matrix factorization to learn dictionaries based on the spectral representation of the audio and the corresponding frame-based binary activity matrix. Based on the learned dictionaries, the system outputs an estimated activity of events classes. A complete description of the system can be found in [28] .
The performance of the system is measured with evaluation parameters used in DCASE 2013 (10 ms segment for segment-based metrics, 100 ms collar for event-based metrics) and the ones proposed for DCASE 2016 (1 s segment for segment-based metrics, 250 ms collar for event-based metrics), to illustrate the differences in the choice of evaluation parameters.
Segment-Based Metrics
Segment-based metrics are presented in Table 1 . Both instance-based and class-based averaging calculation methods are presented, to illustrate the effect of the averaging method on the metrics values. Detailed class-wise F-score is presented in Figure 6 for an evaluation segment of length 10 ms.
The averaging method influences the values of most metrics. The difference in F-score between instance-based and class-based averaging comes from the significantly different performance on different classes, as seen in Figure 6 -there are few highly performing classes (F-score > 60%) and few low performing classes (F-score < 7%) which have equal weight on the class-based averaging value of F-score. An inspection of precision and recall values reveals that the system output contains mostly correctly detected events (high precision), but there is a large number of events undetected (low recall). This results in a small number of substitutions-hence the difference in error rate values when counting substitutions (instance-based averaging) or counting insertions and deletions separately (class-based averaging) is not very large. ACC is not influenced by the averaging type, due to the total number of evaluated segments being the same for all classes. Figure 6 . Segment-based F-score for the case study system, 10 ms evaluation segment. The evaluation segment length also influences the values. A longer segment allows the system to produce a temporally less accurate output while still being considered correct. This is reflected in the measures that represent the amount of true positives-such as the F-score (TP being involved in calculation of both precision and recall) and sensitivity (which is the true positive rate). At the same time, the larger segment produces more false positives by marking an event active for the entire one second segment even if it was only active for a fraction of its length-resulting in lower accuracy and specificity values.
The choice between a short or a large segment in evaluation is dictated by the application-for applications that need precise detection of events' presence, a small evaluation segment should be used. However, this also depends on the quality of annotations, as sometimes annotations cannot be produced in the most objective way, and a 10 ms resolution is impossible to achieve. With a longer segment, the metric is more permissive on both the system output and subjectivity in onset/offset annotation.
Event-Based Metrics
Event-based F-score and error rate were calculated in two ways, first using the onset condition only, and second using both onset and offset conditions. The onset condition imposed the specific collar between the reference and system output events. The offset condition imposed either the same collar or a maximum difference between offsets of 50% of the reference event duration. The results are presented in Table 2 .
First of all, it can be noticed that the performance of the system measured using the event-based metrics is much lower than when using segment-based metrics. The event-based metrics measure the ability of the system of detecting the correct event in the correct temporal position, acting as a measure of onset/offset detection capability.
Considering only the onset condition, the system is evaluated as having much better performance when the collar is larger. A larger collar behaves the same way as the longer segment in segment-based evaluation, allowing the system to produce a less exact output while still being considered correct. Figure 7 shows the class-wise F-score with 250 ms collar evaluated using onset only. It can be seen that for few event classes, the system is somewhat capable of detecting the onset within the allowed tolerance, while for other classes the system performs very poorly. The offset condition allows a misalignment between the system output and ground truth event offsets. The permitted maximum misalignment is the collar length or 50% of the ground truth event length, whichever is higher. For very short events, this means that mostly the collar will be used, while long events benefit from the length condition. From Table 2 we can also notice that it is much easier to detect only onset of sound events compared to detecting both onset and offset. Similar behavior has been observed for algorithms used for note tracking in music transcription [30] .
The choice between a small and a large collar, and the use of onset only condition or onset/offset is dictated by the application-in applications that need a precise detection of the sound event boundaries, a short collar and both onset and offset conditions should be used. For applications where it is more important to detect the presence of certain sound events rather than their exact temporal position and duration, evaluation with a large collar is suitable, and the offset condition can be omitted. A larger collar is also more permissive on the subjectivity in onset/offset annotation.
Discussion
The results from Tables 1 and 2 show the difficulty of characterizing the system performance through a single metric. It is important to know that there is always a trade off between measured aspects, and make a choice of metric based on what the requirements for the system are.
F-score is the first choice metric in many cases due to its widespread use in other research areas. From Table 1 we can conclude that when measured in one second segments, half of the activity of sound events has been correctly detected by the presented system. However, the system still makes many errors, indicated by ER. Error rate gives the measure of how much the system is wrong. In the provided example, the system makes a number of errors that is 75% of the number of events to be detected, which is relatively high.
Accuracy gives a measure of how well the system output matches the reference in both true positives and true negatives. The example system outputs a very small amount of false positives, which results in a very good rate of true negatives. Combining this with the fact that the used data has relatively sparse events' activity and in fact there are not too many positives to be detected, the system has an accuracy close to 100%. The ability to correctly output true negatives is important in applications where false positives are highly undesired. For example in an automatic alert system in an environment with sparse events, false positives will have immediate negative effect on user satisfaction. For such applications, specificity is a more appropriate measure, or true negative rate. On the other hand, there are monitoring applications in which it is more important to have very low rate of false negatives, such as gun shot detection or car crash detection. In this case the best choice of measure would be recall (sensitivity). However, if general accuracy is of interest for the application, balanced accuracy is a better choice for metric, because the true negatives have less weight in it.
Event-based metrics illustrate better the ability to correctly locate and label longer blocks of audio. For application where detection of correct onsets (and offsets) of sounds is important, the metric of choice should be event-based. The event-based error rate of the example system as seen in Table 2 is over 1, which means that the system makes much more errors than correct outputs. According to Equation (5), it is always possible to obtain an error rate of 1 by using a system that does not output anything. However, even with an error rate over 1, there are obviously many events correctly detected, according to F-score being 30.8%.
Comparing Performance of Different Systems
For comparing performance of different systems for sound event detection, the metric should be chosen depending on the application and the cost associated to different types of errors. We give an example in Table 3 . System A is the one presented in the previous subsection. System B is the baseline system provided in DCASE 2016 [22] -it uses mel-frequency cepstral coefficients and Gaussian mixture models in a binary classification setup, and is trained using the polyphonic audio. System C is the submission to DCASE 2103 [43] -it uses mel-frequency cepstral coefficients and hidden Markov models with multiple Viterbi passes for detection, and is trained using isolated examples of sounds for all the classes. For a complete comparison, performance of the systems is also compared to a zero-output system (frame-wise activity matrix containing only zeros), all-active-output system (frame-wise activity matrix containing only ones) and random-output system. The random-output system generates in each frame for each event an activity level (0 or 1) based on the average sparseness of the dataset (priors 0.95 and 0.05 for 0 and 1, respectively). The random-output system was simulated 1000 times and the average calculated values over all runs are presented. The results in Table 3 are obtained using the same data as in Section 5, with one second evaluation segment and 250 ms collar. Faced with a choice between these systems, if we want a system that finds best the regions where certain event classes are active, we would choose system B for the 68.5% segment-based F-score. The system also makes less errors in the evaluated segments than both systems A and C, and is therefore a good choice for detecting most regions with active events. However, if we want a system that detects best the position in time of event instances, we would choose system A based on its 30.8% event-based F-score. This system makes approximately 1.5 times more mistakes than the number of events to be detected, while correctly detecting approximately one third of them. The event-based performance of system C is comparable with the performance of system A when using only the onset condition, but system C is much better at detecting the sound event offsets, with a 20.8% F-score. A choice of system based on ER would indicate system B as the best, making the smallest amount of errors in both segment-based and event-based calculation.
The zero output system has an F-score of 0 and ER of 1, as expected. The all-active output system achieves a nonzero segment-based F-score by finding all the true positives. It is however penalized by introducing false positives on all other instances in the event activity matrix. In event-based evaluation, this system outputs one long event active for the whole duration of the test audio, which counts as an insertion, with no correct output. The random-output system obtains a performance between the two extremes-but still very low in comparison with all the systems based on learning.
Conclusions
In this paper, we reviewed and illustrated calculation of the most common metrics as segment-based and event-based metrics, and the influence of the averaging method on the final result. The metrics were calculated on a case study example, and the results were analyzed from the perspective of choosing a metric to evaluate performance of sound event detection systems. We also provide a toolbox containing implementations of all presented metrics.
Evaluation of sound event detection systems performing polyphonic detection needs adaptation of the metrics used for other classification or detection problems. Polyphonic sound event detection brings and extra dimension to the problem through the presence of multiple outputs at the same time, and all existing metrics must be modified to account for this. Definitions of true/false positives and true/false negatives are modified to refer to the temporal position rather than the set of events output by the system, and subsequently the metrics measure the ability of the system to provide the target output in the target time frame. Segment-based metrics characterize the performance in finding most of the regions where a sound event is present, while event-based metrics characterize the performance in event onset and offset detection within a small tolerance. The two measuring methods represent different aspects and serve different needs, therefore different sound event detection approaches will be best suited for maximizing one or the other.
The importance of rigorous definitions for evaluation metrics cannot be overstated. Comparison of algorithms and reproducibility of results are dependent as much on benchmark databases as on uniform procedure for evaluation. This study and the associated toolbox are part of our effort to provide a reference point for better understanding and definition of metrics for the specific task of polyphonic sound event detection.
